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Furnaces for Construction Heat – Update 
 
The Heating Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (HRAI) members, which comprise 
most of the large furnace manufacturers, sent a letter to the Home Builders Association in 
April noting that their members would change their furnace installation manuals to state that 
furnaces were not permitted to be used for construction heat as of September 1, 2016.  
However in a letter to the Ontario Home Builders’ Association in June, HRAI noted the date 
for the change in furnace manufacturers’ manuals has moved back to May 1, 2017. CHBA – 
Alberta and the Sheet Metal Contractors met to discuss this issue in June. To date CHBA – 
Alberta does not have information that there are a significant number of issues with furnaces 
resulting from construction use to support the move by HRAI. CHBA National has reached 
out to HRAI to resolve this issue, but has received no response to date. 
 
Alberta Fire Summit 
 

On June 30, the City of Edmonton invited builders, developers, city planners, architects and 
fire people to a fire summit with the theme of “Defining the Next 25 Years of Building and 
Development Safely”.  CHBA – Alberta was invited to present along with UDI Alberta, the City 
of Calgary, the City of Edmonton and the Edmonton Fire Rescue Services. CHBA – Alberta 
keyed on the challenges in development and construction faced by the industry and the need 
to balance these with affordability, and called for risk-based, evidence-based decision 
making. The themes that emerged from the session were: greater responsiveness for 
emerging technologies; a community based, flexible approach to fire safety; and a more 
collaborative approach to community planning. 

  

Gas STANDATAs Revised 
 
Municipal Affairs has revised and renewed an extensive number of the information STANDATAs 
related to the gas discipline.  If you have not been onto this site in a while, it is worth perusing through 
the STANDATAs to familiarize yourself with them as many relate to residential construction.  For 
example, there are STANDATAs on residential appliance venting, sidewall vent terminations, venting 
piping for direct vent appliances and several related to propane use – one specifically on temporary 
heat for construction sites.  The STANDATA can be reviewed here. 

 
CHBA – Alberta Works with CHBA National on Code Process 
 
CHBA – Alberta has been encouraging CHBA National to take a more active role in the National 
Codes process and they have been ramping up staffing and government relationship building.  This is 
bearing fruit.   CHBA National was invited to comment on the first part of a review of the National 

http://municipalaffairs.alberta.ca/am_gas_safety_information_bulletins


 

Code Process.  CHBA National in turn asked CHBA – Alberta to comment on the report as Alberta is 
one of the few provinces that is moving to adopt the National Codes without change.  CHBA – Alberta 
was able to share some challenges we have seen dealing with the change to adopting the national 
codes in Alberta.  One challenge is the need to improve the responsiveness of the national code 
process for the end users, especially Part 9 users and safety codes officers. 

 
Revision to Tall Wall Guideline 
 
On June 29 an amendment to the 2016 Version of the Tall Wall Guideline was posted to the 
CHBA – Alberta website.  This amendment contains a few minor spelling corrections, some 
additional clarity around some diagrams and provides clarification around wind load.  The 
Guideline has not yet been accepted by STANDATA so each local authority will have to 
agree to its use. The guideline is free to members and can be found after log-in in the 
Technical Resources section of the CHBA – Alberta website. 
 
 
 
For more information contact: 
 
Joan Maisonneuve, Manager, Policy and Industry Issues  
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